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0.2 Abstract
The specific high energy and power capacities of rechargeable lithium metal (Li0)
batteries are ideally suited to portable devices that are valuable as storage units for
intermittent renewable energy sources. Lithium, the lightest (M=6.94 g.mol−1 &
ρ=0.53g.cm−3) and most electropositive metal (E0=-3.04V vs SHE), would be the
optimal anode material for rechargeable batteries if it wouldn’t lead to unexpected
failure of such devices due to short-circuiting via dendrites that grow across electrodes
upon recharging. This phenomenon poses a major safety issue because it triggers a
series of adverse events that start with overheating, followed by the thermal decom-
position and ultimately the ignition of the organic solvents used in such devices.
During subsequent discharge periods, the lithium dendrites isolate from the electrode
and form Dead Lithium, which is electrochemically inactive and causes the battery
capacity fade.
In this thesis, we developed an experimental platform for understanding, track-
ing and quantifying the dendrite populations grown in a Li battery prototype upon
charging under various conditions. Simultaneously, we developed a computational
framework for predicting the dynamics of dendrite propagation. The coarse-grained
Monte Carlo model assisted us in the interpretation of pulsing experiments, whereas
MD calculations provided insights into the mechanism of dendrites thermal relax-
ation. Furthermore, we have developed alghorithms to quantify the battery capacity
loss from detached dead lithium crystals.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Batteries
Battery is an electrochemical devices that stores electrical energy in the chemical
bonds. Rechargeable batteries are the most common energy storage system for clean
source for electronic portable devices, hybrid and electric vehicles, satellites, elec-
tric grids and modern medicine applications. Despite impressive growth of batteries
applications in daily lifestyle, the underlying science and technology needs fast ad-
vancement. Certainly, when compared, energy storage cannot keep pace with the rate
of progress in the computer industry. Moore’s law predicts a doubling of memory ca-
pacity every two years.
A battery is composed of several electrochemical cells that are connected in series
and/or in parallel to provide the required voltage or capacity, respectively. Each cell
consists of a positive and a negative electrode (both sources of chemical reactions)
separated by electrolyte solution/solid electrolyte containing dissociated salts, which
enable ion transfer between two electrodes. Once these electrodes are connected exter-
nally, the chemical reactions proceed in tandem at both electrodes., thereby liberating
electrons electrons and enabling the current to be tapped by the user.
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1.1 Historical Developments
The first practical battery is the generally known Volta Cell (also called the Galvanic
cell. It’s invention, over two centuries ago, spawned the invention of variety of batter-
ies based principally on the Volta cell. However, interestingly, during the last century,
only three batteries, namely, the MnO2 primary battery, and the secondary batteries
of lead/acid or nickel (cadmium-metal hydrite) have been in use. while these batter-
ies are reaching their technical limit, new concepts have been used in development of
lithium ion and lithium metal secondary batteries with higher ability during recent
decades.
The motivation for using a battery technology based on Lithium metal as anode
relied initially on the fact that Li is the most electropositive (-3.04V vs SHE) as
well as the lightest (M=6.94 g.mol−1 & ρ=0.53g.cm−3) metal, thus facilitating the
design of storage systems with high energy density. (Fig. 1.4) The advantage in using
Lithium metal was first demonstrated in the 1970’s with the assembly of primary
(non-rechargeable) Li cells. Over the same period numerous inorganic compounds
were shown to react with alkali metals in a reversible way. the discovery of such ma-
terials, which were later identified as intercalation compounds, was crucial in the de-
velopment of high-energy rechargeable Li systems. The system however encountered
the shortcomings of a Li-metal/liquid electrolyte combination. Uneven (dendritic) Li
growth as the metal was replayed during each subsequent cycle. (Fig.1.1)
1.2 Basics of Current Li-ion batteries
Li can be used as a charge carrier in almost all diffuse all electrode candidate materials
that can conducts electrons. When two different electrodes are in put in contact
physical contact via the electrolyte, the Li atoms diffuse from the electrode with a
high electrochemical potential (i.e., the negative electrode) to the electrode with a low
electrochemical potential (i.e., the positive electrode). The electrolyte is a solution
10
Figure 1.1: Rechargeable lithium metal with Li dendrite produced in the anode sur-
face. [1]
that conducts Li-ions but not electrons. When the battery discharges, Li-ions are
produced in the anode, diffuse through the electrolyte and get reduced in the the
cathode. The electrons flow through an external circuit from the negative to the
positive electrode and provide the electrical energy for the intended device. Both the
ionic and the electronic processes are reversed during recharge by an external power
source.(Fig. 1.1)
1.3 Thermodynamics
The energy storage and power characteristics of batteries follow directly the thermo-
dynamic and kinetic formulations for chemical reactions. [4] The basic thermodynam-
ics for a reversible electrochemical reaction is:
∆G = ∆H − T∆S (1.1)
where G is the Gibbs free energy, or the available energy in a reaction for the useful
work, H is the enthalpy, or the energy released by the reaction, S is the entropy, and
T is the absolute temperature, with T∆S being the heat associated with the reaction.
The terms ∆G , ∆H and ∆S are state functions and depend only on the chemistry
of the electrode materials and the initial and final states of the reactions. The free
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energy, ∆G represents the net useful energy available from a given reaction, thus, the
net available electrical energy from a reaction in a battery cell is given by:
∆G = −nFE (1.2)
where n is the number of electrons transferred per mole of reactants, F is the Fara-
day constant, and E is the voltage of the cell corresponding to the electrode/electrolyte
chemistry and state of charge. Equation 1.2 represents the balance between the chem-
ical and electric driving forces upon the ions under open circuit conditions, hence E
refers to the open circuit potential of a cell where there is no current flowing. The
open circuit potential is determined by the difference in the electrically neutral chemi-
cal compositions of the electrodes. The chemistry of the electrolyte interface reactions
play no role due to absence of net current. The amount of electricity produced, nF ,
is determined by the total amount of available charge carriers which is a measure for
battery capacity. the voltage is an intensive parameter.[5]
The change of free energy for a given species i defines the chemical potential. The
chemical potential µi is related to another thermodynamic quantity, the activity ai:
µi = µ
0
i +RTln(a) (1.3)
where µ0i is a constant, the value of the chemical potential of species i in its
standard state. R is the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. Consider an
electrochemical cell in which the activity of species i is different in the two electrodes,
ai(−) in the negative electrode, and ai(+) in the positive electrode. The difference
between the chemical potential on the positive side and that on the negative side
is written as µ+i − µ−i = RTln[ai(+)/ai(−)]. If this chemical potential difference is
balanced by the electrostatic energy from Equation 1.2, we have:
E =
RT
nF
ln[
ai(+)
ai(−) ] (1.4)
The above relation is the Nernst equation, which relates the measurable cell volt-
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age to the chemical difference across an electrochemical cell. If the activity of species
i in one of the electrodes is a standard reference value, the Nernst equation provides
the relative electrical potential of the other electrode.[5].
1.4 Kinetics
Thermodynamics describes reactions at equilibrium and the maximum energy avail-
able for a given reaction. Compared to the open circuit potential at equilibrium state,
the voltage drops off when current is drawn from the battery because of kinetic lim-
itations of reactions. Figure 1.2 shows a typical discharge curve of a battery. [5, 6]
However, the detailed mechanism of battery electrode reactions often involves a series
of physical, chemical, and electrochemical steps, including charge-transfer and charge
transport reactions. The rates of these individual steps determine the kinetics of the
electrode. Basically, three different kinetics effects for polarization are often consid-
ered: (1) activation polarization is related to the kinetics of the electrochemical redox
(or charge-transfer) reactions taking place at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces of
anode and cathode; (2) ohmic polarization is correlated to the resistance of individual
cell components and to the resistance due to contact problems between the cell com-
ponents; (3) concentration polarization is due to mass transport limitations during
cell operation.[6]
Activation polarization arises from kinetics of the charge-transfer reaction taking
place at the electrode/electrolyte interface. This type of kinetics is best understood
using transition-state theory. The current flow is often described by the Butler-Volmer
equation:
j = j0{exp[αnFη
RT
]− exp[−αcnFη
RT
]} (1.5)
where j is the electrode current density, j0 is the exchange current density, T is the
absolute temperature, n is the ionic valence number, F is the Faraday constant, R is
universal gas constant, αc and αa are cathodic and anodic charge transfer coefficients
13
Figure 1.2: A typical discharge curve of a battery.
and η is the activation over-potential defined as below:
η = E − Eeq (1.6)
where E is the electrode potential and Eeq is the equilibrium potential.
The ohmic losses arises from the resistance of the electrolyte, materials of con-
structions of the electrodes, current collectors, terminals and contact between par-
ticles of the active mass. Ohmic polarization appears or disappears instantaneously
when current flows or ceases. Typically the linear Ohm’s law relates the current and
potential. As the redox reactions proceed, the availability of the active species at
the electrode/electrolyte interface changes. Concentrations polarization arises from
limited mass transport capabilities, for example, limited diffusion of active species to
and from the electrode surface to replace the reacted material to sustain the reactions.
This type of polarization usually becomes the rate-limiting step at the completion of
charge/discharge.
14
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of battery during charge period, forming lithium
dendrites.
1.5 Metrics
Batteries are evaluated with their charge capacity (Q), voltage (V), current (I), cycla-
bility (charge and energy efficiency), energy density (mAh.g−1 or mAh.L−1), power
density (Wh.g−1 or Wh.L−1) and cost. These parameters are a function of chemical
(µ)/ electrical ( ~E) and mechanical (σ) interactions among cathode as well as chemical
and physical properties of anode, cathode and electrolyte as the three main compo-
nents forming a battery cell. In lithium batteries, lithium ions migrate from anode
to cathode in discharge and vice versa in charge. The electrodes act as a medium
for redox (reduction/oxidation) reactions and are host to lithium ions. The battery
capacity is determined by minimum lithium-hosting capacity of cathode and anode
materials/components. The cycling rate is determined by electrolyte conductivity
and the voltage.[1]
Measures of battery performance are related to intrinsic property of the materials
that form the positive and negative electrodes. The cycle-life and lifetime are depen-
dent to the nature of the interfaces between the electrodes and electrolyte, whereas
safety is a function of the electrode materials and interfaces.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of different battery technologies in terms of volumetric and
gravimetric energy density.[1]
Energy density of electrode material is defined as its capacity for hosting lithium
ions per unit of mass or volume. Fig. 1.4 shows the comparison of energy density of
different battery materials.
Regardless of battery type, nonuniform electrodeposition on the anode and den-
dritic growth usually creates amorphous dendrites(Fig.1.5). Dendrite shape ranges
from nearly linear and pointed (needle-like) to highly branched (bush-like). [7] Lithium
crystals grow on the anode surface upon charge in each cycle.(Fig. 1.3) Any asperity
on the surface acts as a sink for cations with random movements, since it provides
more surface area and also is relatively closer to them.
On the other hand, during each subsequent discharge, part of lithium dendrite
is separated from the rest of the crystal due to nonuniform dissolution in different
dendritic sites. The corresponding isolated crystals are identified as Dead Lithium
as they are electrochemically inactive but chemically active due to high surface area
and may cause thermal instabilities. Fig. 1.6 shows the schematic representation of
formation of dead lithium crystals. In this thesis we seek to characterize lithium
dendrite evolution based on physical/environmental parameters and inhibit/prevent
their formation/propagation.
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Figure 1.5: SEM image of typical lithium dendrite.[2]
Figure 1.6: Schematic description for the formation of isolated lithium particles from
Li dendrites. The uneven dissolution of dendrites leaves lithium crystals detached
from the lithium substrate. The isolated lithium crystals become electrochemically
dead but chemically reactive due to their high surface area. [3]
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Chapter 2
Pulse Charging
Acknowledgement: The main part of this chapter is published in the Journal of
Physical Chemistry Letters, 2014, 5(10), pp 1721-1726.[8]
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jz500207a
2.1 Abstract
Short-circuiting via dendrites compromises the reliability of Li-metal batteries. Den-
drites ensue from instabilities inherent to electrodeposition that should be amenable
to dynamic control. Here, we report that by charging a scaled coin-cell prototype
with 1 ms pulses followed by 3 ms rest periods the average dendrite length is short-
ened ∼2.5 times relative to those grown under continuous charging. Monte Carlo
simulations dealing with Li+ diffusion and electromigration reveal that experiments
involving 20 ms pulses were ineffective because Li+ migration in the strong electric
fields converging to dendrite tips generates extended depleted layers that cannot be
replenished by diffusion during rest periods. Because the application of pulses much
shorter than the characteristic time τc = O(∼1 ms) for polarizing electric double
layers in our system would approach DC charging, we suggest that dendrite propa-
gation can be inhibited (albeit not suppressed) by pulse charging within appropriate
frequency ranges.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical Abstract.
2.2 Introduction
The specific high energy and power capacities of lithium metal (Li0) batteries are
ideally suited to portable devices and are valuable as storage units for intermittent
renewable energy sources.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] Li0, the lightest and most elec-
tropositive metal, would be the optimal anode material for rechargeable batteries if
it were not for the fact that such devices fail unexpectedly by short-circuiting via the
dendrites that grow across electrodes upon recharging.[16, 17] This phenomenon poses
a major safety issue because it triggers a series of adverse events that start with over-
heating, which is potentially followed by the thermal decomposition and ultimately
the ignition of the organic solvents used in such devices.[18, 19, 3] Li0 dendrites have
been imaged, probed, and monitored with a wide array of techniques.[12, 13, 20]
Moreover, their formation has been analyzed[21, 22] and simulated at various levels
of realism.[17, 23, 24] Numerous empirical and semi-empirical strategies have been
employed for mitigating the formation of Li0 dendrites that were mostly based on
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modifications of electrode materials and morphologies and variations of operational
conditions.[10] Thus, reports can be found on the effects of current density,[25, 2, 7]
electrode surface morphology,[18] solvent and electrolyte composition,[26, 27, 28, 29]
electrolyte concentration,[25] evolution time,[30] the use of powder electrodes,[31]
and adhesive lamellar block copolymer barrier[32] on dendrite growth. We suggest
that further progress in this field should accrue from the deeper insights into the
mechanism of dendrite propagation that could be gained by increasingly realistic and
properly designed experiments and modeling calculations.[28] We considered that Li0
dendrite nucleation and propagation are intrinsic to electrodeposition as a dynamic
process under nonequilibrium conditions.[13, 21] Furthermore, in contrast with purely
diffusive crystal growth, Li-ion (Li+) electro-migration is an essential feature of elec-
trolytic dendrite growth.[33] More specifically, we envisioned that runaway dendrite
propagation could be arrested by the relaxation of the steep Li+ concentration gradi-
ents that develop around dendrite tips during charging. This is not a new strategy,[4]
but to our knowledge the quantitative statistical impact of pulses of variable dura-
tion on dendrite length has not been reported before. Herein, we report experiments
focusing on dendrite growth in a scaled coin cell prototype fitted with Li0 electrodes
charged with rectangular cathodic pulses of variable frequencies in the kHz range.
We preserve the geometry and aspect ratio of commercial coin cells in our prototype,
whose dimensions facilitate the visual observation of dendrites. The effects of pulsing
on stochastic phenomena such as dendrite nucleation and growth are quantified for
the first time on the basis of statistical averages of observed dendrite length distri-
butions. We also present novel coarse-grained Monte Carlo model calculations that,
by dealing explicitly with Li+ migration in time-dependent nonuniform electric fields,
provide valuable insights into the underlying phenomena. We believe our findings
could motivate the design of safer charging protocols for commercial batteries.
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Figure 2.2: Top to bottom: cross section, exploded view, and physical appearance of
the cell.
2.3 Experiments
We performed our experiments in a manually fabricated electrolytic cell that provides
for in situ observation of the dendrites grown on the perimeter of the electrodes at
any state of charge (Fig. 2.2). The cell consists of two Li0 disc electrodes separated
by a transparent acrylic separator. The cell was filled with 0.4 cm3 of 1M LiClO4 in
propylene carbonate (PC) as electrolyte.
The cell separator was crafted from an acrylic plate by means of universal ILS9
laser cutter and interelectrode distance was precision-machined to 1/8”. Current
collectors were machined from copper rod alloy 110 (d=1”) with protrusion of com-
patible with separator depression for an effective sealing. Ring gaskets (ID=9/16” ,
OD=5/8”) were chopped out from silicone rubber sheet (McMaster-Carr, Plain Back,
thickness=0.02”).
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Lithium foil (Aldrich, 99.9% on trace metal basis) 0.38 mm thick was punched
(d=5/8”) to be used as electrode. The counter lithium electrode and corresponding
current collector were punched and threaded respectively (d=1/32”) in the middle for
later electrolyte injection. Lithium oxide layers were scraped out via a sharp blade
and Dimethoxyethane (DME). The clean electrodes were flattened by being rolled via
a glass tube. Both electrodes were intercalated in the separator. Wave disc springs
(McMaster-Carr, high-carbon steel, ID=0.413” , OD=0.622”, thickness=0.006”) were
planted after electrodes to compensate for unpredicted gap. Silicone rubber rings were
laid between current collectors and the separator to provide airtight sealing. All cell
components were washed with deionized water and isopropyl alcohol and dried under
vacuum at 600C for 48 hours and then transferred to an argon-filled glovebox (H2O ,
O2 ≤ 0.5 ppm). The components were sandwiched with insulated screws.
LiClO4 (Aldrich, battery grade, 99.99% trace metal basis) was dried for 24 hours
in a vacuum oven at 1000C and dissolved in PC (Aldrich, 99.7% Anhydrous), and
1M LiClO4/PC was synthesized through stoichiometric mixing to be used as an elec-
trolyte. The electrolyte was injected into the cell afterwards and the hole was plugged
through a small screw lined with Teflon tape.
The demo cell was fabricated with representative electrodes and electrolyte and was
cycled with the rate of 1 mA.cm−2 and C/5 (τcycle= 10 hrs), for 400 cycles inside
the glovebox and for the most of the period, the stable voltage regime was recorded
without drying out the electrolyte. The negligible voltage and current variations are
attributed to lithium electrode surface reorganization to different morphologies mea-
surement noises in the lab. Multiples cells were fabricated and subsequently charged
with Bio-logic instruments (SP-50, VSP) and Neware battery tester (BTS-5V10mA,
Shenzhen, China). The cells were flushed in perimeter via isopropyl alcohol after each
experiment for dendrite measurements.
The pulse charging frequency f is defined as:
f =
1
tON
(2.1)
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And the idle ratio γ is expressed as:
γ =
tOFF
tON
(2.2)
Arrays of multiple such cells were simultaneously electrolyzed with trains of 2
mA.cm−2 pulses of variable tON durations and idle ratios generated by a programmable
multichannel charger. After the passage of 48 mAh (173 C) through the cells, we mea-
sured the lengths of 45 equidistant dendrites grown on the cells perimeters by means of
Leica M205FA optical microscope through the acrylic separator. Because dendrites
propagate unimpeded in our device, that is, in the absence of a porous separator,
our experiments are conducted under conditions for controlling dendrite propagation
that are more adverse than those in actual commercial cells. The multiplicities and
lengths [ni,λi] of the 45 dendrites were measured in a series of experiments performed
at tON={1,20}ms , γ = {0 (DC),1,2,3}. Dendrite lengths typically spanned the 200
µm to 3000 µm range. Their average length λ¯ defined by Eq. 2.3.
λ¯ =
∫
niλi
L
∫
ni
(2.3)
which represents a Figure of merit for appraising the effect of pulsing on the
outcome of stochastic processes, and is normalized to the inter-electrode distance L.
The resulting λ¯ values are shown as blue bars as functions of γ for tON = {1, 20} ms
pulses in Fig. 2.3.
2.4 Modeling Framework
We have developed a model for lithium dendrite growth containing the fundamentals
and main mechanisms involved in ionic transport. The electrochemical potential
variation is the main drive for ionic movements and is defined by Eq. 2.4. [34] The
convection is typically negligible due to thin cell geometry. [22]
µ¯ = µ0 +RTln(a) + zFφ (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Pulse charging effect {tON , γ} on dendrite measure λ¯.
and the ionic flux comes from Eq. 2.5:
W = −CD
RT
∇µ¯ ≈ −D∇C − zF
RT
DC∇φ (2.5)
Eq. 2.5 proves that the two most important effect on ionic flux are concentration
and potential variations. Dendrites contain at least hundreds of Li0 atoms while
the interionic interactions occur in the order of picoseconds. In order to make it
computationally affordable, we have developed a Coarse-Grain Monte Carlo (CG-
MC) model that deals explicitly with averages of displacements due to diffusion and
electromigration in bigger time-scales. The model consists of a square domain with a
cathode on the top and an anode in the bottom. We have assumed periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) in the x direction and solid boundaries at y = 0 and y = l. Let
the position of each Li+ at time t and (t + ∆t) be ~ri(t) and ~ri(t + ∆t), respectively.
During interval ∆t, Li+ ions will perform random walks due to collisions with the
solvent and/or migration under the applied electric field. Assuming that Li+ ions
reach stationary velocities instantaneously, we obtain Eq. 2.6.
~ri(t+ ∆t)− ~ri(t) =
√
2D+∆t~g + µ+~E∆t (2.6)
where D+ is the diffusion coefficient of ions for the electrolyte solution and µ+ is
their mobility, which can be obtained from Einstein relation in Eq. 2.7. [34]
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Figure 2.4: Schematic model representation.
µ+ =
D+
kBT
(2.7)
The first and second terms in the RHS of Eq. 2.6 are the mean displacements
due to ionic diffusion and electromigration, respectively. ~g is a normalized 2D vector
representing random motion via diffusion, ∆t is the computational time interval, and
~E is the electric field vector. Dendrite length is λi(t) was evaluated as their height
λ¯i(t) above the surface of the electrode.
λi(t) = maxk=1:n~ζk(t).ˆj (2.8)
where jˆ is the unit vector normal to the surface of the electrode, ~ζk is the position
of each individual atom in the dendrite and n is the total number of lithium atoms
incorporated into the dendrite.
By neglecting electrostatic ion-ion interactions, given that they are effectively
screened because λD = 0.27 nm is smaller than the average interionic separation Ri,j
= 1.2 nm, ~E(x, y, t) is computed using Laplace’s Eq.:
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∂2φ
∂x2
+
∂2φ
∂y2
= −ρ

≈ 0 (2.9)
It is obvious that this approximation prevents our model from accounting for
charge polarization, that is, the partial segregation of anions from cations under ap-
plied fields. Thus, in our calculations the electric field is instantaneously determined
by the evolving geometry of the equipotential dendritic anode. Note that the concen-
tration gradients that develop in actual depleted boundary layers would lead to even
greater electric field enhancements than reported herein. We were forced to adopt the
approximation implicit in Eq. 2.9 because the inclusion of ion-ion interactions and
charge imbalances would be forbiddingly onerous in calculations based on MC algo-
rithms. We consider, however, that the inclusion of a variable electric field represents
a significant advance over previous models.[17]
When a Li+ ion comes within datt of a Li
0 on the surface or dendrite, it attaches
to the structure at the bonding distance 2.38 A˚. At the end of each timestep, if
the electrode is on and a Li+ ion comes within 2.38 A˚ of a Li0 on the dendrite
surface, it attempts to attach to the structure. The Li+ ion selects a neighboring
surface Li0 ion and is moved perpendicularly away to a distance of 2.38 A˚. If there
are multiple neighboring Li0 atoms within a distance of 2.38 A˚, one is selected at
random. The above procedure is repeated up to 50 times until the Li+ ion has exactly
one neighboring Li0 at a distance of 2.38 A˚. The Li+ ion is then deposited onto the
structure as a Li0 ion. In the rare case where the Li+ still has multiple neighbors after
50 iterations, it is returned to its position one timestep before it approached the Li0.
If an ion deposits as lithium atom, the potential field is recalculated based on new
boundary condition.
The simulation is stopped and measurements are made either when 600 lithium
ions are deposited or when the dendrite grows within 2.38 A˚ of the upper electrode.
The former stopping condition is used in 98% of simulations, typically after 90% or
more of the ions were deposited. To maintain a constant number of Li+, every time a
Li+ is annihilated as Li0 at the dendritic sites and lithium electrode surface, another
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lithium ion is added a random x coordinate at the top of the domain. Also periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) were assumed in the x direction. i.e., every Li+ exiting
the domain from right/left boundaries, enters from the opposite side.
Although the experiments were done in galvanostatic condition, a stable voltage
has been observed. To determine the electric field we applied a constant voltage
boundary condition for the anode at y = 0 and the anode at y = L:
φanode = 0 (2.10)
φcathode = V+ (2.11)
When the electrode is off, the boundary condition becomes:
φanode = φcathode = 0 (2.12)
Thus, there is no electrostatic field in the cell domain. The Li+ deposition is
allowed while the electrode is on, as there is an overpotential, and not while the
electrode is off. We define the dendrite equipotential surface as points within a
distance rs = 1.55 A˚ of Li
0 attached to the electrode. Since the lithium dendrite is
conductive and connected to the anode, we have:
φdendrite = φanode (2.13)
As discussed in the text, we assume that implicit counterions screen out cation-
cation interactions. Eq. 2.9 was solved numerically using a finite difference method
using a 167× 167 grid by iterating the following Eq. in 2D: [35]
φi,j =
1
4
(φi+1,j + φi−1,j + φi,j+1 + φi,j−1) (2.14)
Pseudocode 1: Finite Difference method for electric field.
1. Set initial value for potential as φi,j = φanode + (φcathode − φanode). im .
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2. Set threshold
3. LOOP
4. ζ = φ
5. φdendrite = φanode.
6. φbottom = φanode , φtop = φcathode
7. φi,j =
1
4
(φi+1,j + φi−1,j + φi,j+1 + φi,j−1)
8. Err=|φ− ζ| ≤ threshold? yes → Exit Loop, no: → Repeat Loop
9. Ei,j = −φi+1,j−φi−1,j∆x iˆ− φi,j+1−φi,j−1∆y jˆ
When a Li+ ion was deposited, 50 iterations of Eq. 4.10 were performed, which was
empirically shown to have good convergence. The electrostatic field was calculated
numerically as:
Ei,j = −φi+1,j − φi−1,j
∆x
iˆ− φi,j+1 − φi,j−1
∆y
jˆ (2.15)
As expected, it was observed that the large electrostatic field occurs at the den-
drite tip and is a major contributor to dendrite dendrite growth [36]. It should
be emphasized that our model is more realistic than those previously reported[17]
because it takes into account the important fact that dendritic growth is critically
dependent on the strong electric fields that develop about the dendrites tips upon
charging.[37] The key role of electro-migration in dendrite propagation has been dra-
matically demonstrated by the smooth Li0 anode surfaces produced in the presence
of low concentrations of non-reducible cations, such as Cs+, that, by preferentially
accumulating on dendrite tips, neutralize local electric fields and deflect Li+ toward
the flat anode regions.[11] Given the typically small overpotentials for metal ion re-
duction on metallic electrodes,[34] we consider that the effect of the applied external
voltage on dendrite growth operates via the enhancement of Li+ migration rather
than accelerating Li+ reduction. In other words, the population of electroactive Li+
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species within the partially depleted double layers surrounding the anode should be
established by the competition of ion diffusion versus electromigration rather than
Li+ deposition. Furthermore, note that in our model dendrite nucleation is a purely
statistical phenomenon, that is, nucleation occurs spontaneously because there is a
finite probability that two or more Li+ ions are successively reduced at a given spot
on the anode surface. Once a dendrite appears, a powerful positive feedback mech-
anism sets in. The enhanced electric field at the tip of the sharp dendrites draws in
Li+ ions faster, thereby accelerating dendrite growth/propagation and depleting the
solution of Li+ in its vicinity. The concentration gradients observed nearby growing
dendrites are therefore deemed a consequence of the onset of dendrites. In our view,
simultaneity does not imply causality,[38, 39] that is, we consider that Li+ depletion
around dendrites is more of an effect rather than the cause of dendrite nucleation.
Note, however, that experimentally indistinguishable mechanisms of dendrite nucle-
ation are compatible with our interpretation that the effects of pulsing on dendrite
propagation arise from the competition between ion diffusion and electromigration.
Because of the computational cost of atomistic modeling, we simulate processes in a
2D domain that is smaller than the section of the actual cell. We chose its dimen-
sions (L∗×L∗ = 16.7nm×16.7nm, Table 2.1) to exceed the depth of actual depletion
boundary layers at the anode. Because our calculations aim at reproducing the fre-
quency response of our experiments, simulation time was set to real time. Therefore,
to constrain within our domain the diffusional displacements occurring in real time,
we used an appropriately scaled diffusion coefficient D∗+. The adopted D
∗
+= 1.4 ×
10−10 cm2/s = 5.6 × 105 D+ value leads to MSD∗ ≈ 0.3 L∗ after 1 ms. The Eq. 2.7
ensures that this choice sets the scaled mobility at µ∗+ = D
∗
+ (F/RT) = 5.6 × 10−9
cm2/Vs.
Pseudocode 2: Dendrite Evolution:
1. Set: initial electrode atoms, number of free ions, physical constants.
2. EM Dis.=µ~E∆t & Diff. Dis.=
√
2D∆t.
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Table 2.1: Parameters used in Monte Carlo Calculations
Domain size L 16.7nm × 16.7 nm
∆ t (integration step) 1 µs
Vcathode 0V
Vanode 85 mV
D+ (Li
+ diffusion coefficient) 1.4 × 10−10 cm2/s
µ+ (Li
+ mobility) 5.6 × 10−9 cm2/V.s
Li+ radius 1.2 A˚
free Li+ ions 50
maximum Li0 atoms 600
3. xi=rand(H), yi=rand(L)
4. if ri,dend < 2.38A˚→ ri,dend < 2.38 & atomi → dendrite.
5. LOOP 1: Compute ~E from Pseudocode 1.
6. LOOP 2:∆ri =
√
2D∆t+ µ~E∆t
7. If ri,j ≤ 2.38A˚ → Cancel the event.
8. If xi > H → xi = xi −H , If xi < H → xi = xi +H
9. If yi < 0→ Attach to nearest dendrite atom , If yi > L→ yi = yi − L
10. If ri,dendrite ≤ 2.38A˚ → {ri,dendrite= 2.38A˚ & Insert 1 free ion at y=L} →
Repeat Loop 2.
11. max(yi) ≥ L ? yes: Exit, no: Repeat Loop 1.
Then in order to have EMD∗=µ∗+|E|∗ t ∼ MSD∗, the scaled electric field must be
|E|∗ = (Vanode-Vcathode)∗/MSD∗ = |E|0/5.6 × 10−5 = 1.7 × 105 V cm−1, from which
we obtain (Vanode-Vcathode)
∗= MSD∗× 1.7 × 105 V cm−1 = 85 mV. The 2D Monte-
Cerlo algorithm implemented on this basis calculates the trajectories of individual Li+
ions via random diffusion and electromigration under time and position dependent
electric field ~E (x,y,t).
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Figure 2.5: Left to right: dendrite morphologies for charging with tON = 1ms pulses
at γ = {0(DC), 1, 2, 3}. Li0, Li+.
Figure 2.6: Simulations for charging with tON = 1ms (left) and tON = 20ms (right)
at γ = 3. Li0, Li+, φ, ~E
.
These phenomena are visualized from the computational results shown in Fig.s 2.5,2.6,2.7,
and 2.8. Calculations for longer tOFF values show marginal improvements because
∂[Li+]/∂nˆ gradients (nˆ is normal unit vector to dendrite surface) remain largely un-
affected in simulations for γ > 3. Fig. 2.7 shows typical morphologies of dendrites
consisting of a given number of deposited Li0.
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Figure 2.7: Simulations for charging with tON = 1ms, γ = 1 pulses. Left: after a
charging pulse. Right: at the end of the successive rest period (right). Li0, Li+, φ, ~E.
Figure 2.8: Zooming in the tip of the leading dendrite produced by charging with
tON = 20ms, γ = 3 pulses after 243 ms (end of simulation time). Li
0, Li+, φ, ~E.
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2.5 Results & Discussion
It is apparent that the application of [tON = 1ms; tOFF = 3ms] pulse trains reduces
average dendrite lengths by ∼ 2.4 times relative to DC charging, whereas tON =
20ms pulses are rather ineffective almost at any γ. Hence, shorter tON pulses are
beneficial for inhibiting dendrite propagation but are bound by the condition tON ≥ τc
(Eq. 2.17). The underlying reason is that shorter tON pulses inhibit dendrites at earlier
propagation stages where the curvatures of most dendrite tips have not reached the
magnitude at which local electric fields would lead to the EMD > MSD runaway
condition. Notice that the stage at which dendrite propagation can be controlled by
pulsing relates to the curvature of tip dendrites, which is a morphological condition
independent of current density. Higher current densities, however, will shorten the
induction periods preceding dendrite nucleation.[40]
Calculated dendrite heights were quantified by dividing the x axis (parallel to
the surface of the anode) in four sectors. Here, dendrite height in each sector is the
height of the Li0 atoms furthest from the electrode. To ensure good statistics, each
simulation was run 100 times, for a total of 400 measurements per data point. The
key experimental result, that is, that longer tOFF rest periods are significantly more
effective in reducing λ¯ after tON = 1 ms than tON = 20 ms charging pulses, is clearly
confirmed by calculations (Fig. 2.5). Metallic dendrites grow with random morpholo-
gies into equipotential structures held at V = V−, thereby perturbing the uniform
electric field prevailing at the beginning of the experiments. The high-curvature den-
drite tips act as powerful attractors for the electric vector field, which by accelerating
Li+ toward their surfaces depletes the electrolyte self-enhances its intensity. This pos-
itive feedback mechanism has its counterpart in the electrolyte regions engulfed by
dendrites because, by being surrounded with equipotential surfaces, Gauss’s theorem
ensures that the electric fields will nearly vanish therein.[34] It should be emphasized
that the key feature is that ion displacements from electromigration are proportional
to tON , whereas diffusive displacements increase as
√
tON . Above some critical tON
value, the depth of the deplete layers will increase to the point at which they could
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not be replenished during the rest periods of the same order.
Basic arguments help clarify the physical meaning of the tON ≈ 1ms time scale.
The mean diffusive displacement (MSD) of Li+ ions, MSD =
√
2D+∆t (where D+ is
the experimental diffusion coefficient of Li+ in PC), defines the average thickness of
the depletion layers created (via Faradaic reduction of Li+ at the anode) that could be
replenished by diffusion during rest periods tOFF .[22] Notice that MSD is a function
of time1/2 and depends on a property of the system (D+), that is independent of
operating conditions such as current density.
From Eq. 2.7 the electric fields |E|c at which Li+ electromigration displacements,
EMD=µ+|E|c∆t, that would match MSD are given by Eq. 2.16:
|E|c =
√
2RT
Fµ∆t
(2.16)
Thus, with 2RT/F=50 mV at , and t=1ms,we obtain |E|c =707 V.cm−1,which
is considerably stronger than the initial field between the flat parallel electrodes:
|E|0=V0/L = 9.4 V cm−1. Cathode flatness and field homogeneity, however, are
destroyed upon the inception of dendrites, whose sharp (i.e., large radii of curvature)
tips induce strong local fields.[22, 34] Under such conditions, Li+ will preferentially
migrate to the tips of advancing dendrites rather than to flat or concave sectors of the
anode surface.[21, 22, 41, 40, 42] Because the stochastic nature of dendrite propagation
necessarily generates a distribution of tip curvatures, the mean field condition EMD ≥
MSD at specified tON values is realized by a subset of the population of dendrites. On
sharper dendrites the inequality EMD ≥ MSD will apply at the end of tON pulses.
Thus, larger |E|c values would extend the EMD ≈ MSD conditions to dendrites
possessing sharper tips, that is, to a larger set of dendrites that could be controlled
by pulsing. Note the weak |E|cµ−1/2+ η−1/2 dependence on solvent viscosity η.
From this perspective, because |E|c ≈ t1/2 the application of longer charging
pulses will increase the width of the depletion layers over a larger subset of dendrites
to such an extent that such layers could not be replenished during rest periods. The
preceding analysis clearly suggests that shorter tON periods could be increasingly
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beneficial. Could tON be shortened indefinitely? No, because charging at sufficiently
high frequencies will approach DC conditions. The transition from pulsed to DC
charging will take place whenever tON becomes shorter than the characteristic times
τc of the transients associated with the capacitive polarization of electrochemical
double layers. This is so because under tON pulses shorter than τc most of the initial
current will be capacitive, that is, polarization will significantly precede the onset of
Faradaic interfacial electron transfer. A rule-of-thumb for estimating τc on “blocking”
electrodes via Eq. 2.17. [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]
τc =
λDL
D+
(2.17)
L the interelectrode gap, and D+ the Li
+ diffusion coefficient. In the experiments
τc ≈ 3.3ms. In eq2.17 , λD is the Debye screening length defined in Eq. 2.18:
λD =
√
kBT
2z2e2C0
(2.18)
In our system, with C0 = 1 M Li
+ solutions in PC (= 65), D+ = 2.58 × 106 cm2
s−1, at 298 K, λD= 0.27. Because the double layer capacitance must be discharged via
Faradaic currents in the ensuing rest periods,[48] it is apparent that the decreasing
amplitude of polarization oscillations under trains of tON pulses much shorter than
∼ τc will gradually converge to DC charging.
2.6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated (1) that by charging our lithium metal cell with tON=1 ms,
γ=tOFF/tON=3 pulse trains, the average dendrite length λ¯ is significantly reduced
(by ≈ 70%) relative to DC charging and (2) that such pulses are nearly optimal for
dendrite inhibition because they are commensurate with the relaxation time τc ∼ 3ms
for the diffusive charging of the electrochemical double layers in our system. Monte
Carlo simulations dealing explicitly with lithium ion diffusion, electromigration in
time-dependent electric fields, and deposition at the anode are able to reproduce the
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experimental trends of tON on average dendrite lengths.
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Chapter 3
Quantifying Dead Lithium Crystals
Aknowledgement: The main part of this chapter is published in the Physical Chem-
istry Chemical Physics, 2014, 16, 24965-24970.
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlepdf/2014/cp/c4cp03590a
3.1 Abstract
We quantify the effects of the duration of the charge-discharge cycling period τ on the
irreversible loss of anode material in rechargeable lithium metal batteries. We have
developed a unique quantification method for the amount of dead lithium crystals
(DLCs) produced by sequences of galvanostatic charge-discharge periods of variable
duration t in a coin battery of novel design. We found that the cumulative amount
of dead lithium lost after 144 Coulombs circulated through the battery decreases
sevenfold as τ shortens from 16 to 2 hours. We ascribe this outcome to the faster
electrodissolution of the thinner dendrite necks formed in the later stages of long
charging periods. This phenomenon is associated with the increased inaccessibility
of the inner voids of the peripheral, late generation dendritic structures to incoming
Li+.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical Abstract
3.2 Introduction
Intermittent renewable energy is optimally stored by electrical devices that possess the
largest charge-to-weight capacity ratio (CAP) and deliver the most power (PWR).[10]
The low mass density (ρ=534 kg.m−3) and high redox potential (E0 = -3.05V vs.
SHE) of pure lithium (Li0) make it the anode material of choice. Unfortunately, Li0
also has the lowest surface energy density among anode metals. This property de-
creases the excess free energy of high-curvature thin necks and sharp dendrite tips,
thereby favoring the growth of loosely connected microstructures.[49, 50] As a result,
dendrites connected to the bulk of electrodeposits by thin necks readily re-dissolve
during discharge. The breakup of such necks releases the so-called dead lithium crys-
tals (DLCs). DLCs represent an irreversible loss of battery capacity.[51, 52] This
drawback not only compromises the reliability but ultimately decreases the capacity
of Li0 batteries. [49, 9, 53, 54, 55, 56]
Work on dendrite growth has mainly focused on the effects of charging protocol,[8,
17] current density,[2, 7] electrode surface morphology,[57, 58] temperature,[59, 60]
solvent and electrolyte chemical composition,[27, 28, 26] electrolyte concentration[25,
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Figure 3.2: (a) Projection of curved surface elements (dl) onto flat segments (dl′).
(b) Top view from 1200 sector of the cell perimeter.
61], and evolution time[30, 20] on dendrite growth. Some strategies include the use
of powder electrodes[31] and adhesive polymers.[32] The empirical nature of these
approaches, however, reflects the fact that current models of dendrite growth exist
based on various simplifying assumptions that have fallen short of capturing the
essentials of this phenomenon.[7, 22, 62, 63, 64, 65]. We view DLC formation as
a manifestation of the intrinsic sponginess of Li0 electro-deposits,[66] and the non-
uniform dissolution rates of such deposits upon discharge.[52, 67, 68]
We report experimental results on the effect of the duration of the charg-discharge
period τ on the amount of DLCs produced at constant charge. DLC quantification is
based on rigorous counting based on the computer analysis of the digitalized images
of electrodeposits produced in scaled-up coin cells of our own design.
3.3 Experiments
We have fabricated a device specially designed to visually observe the morphology
of electrodeposits[69] (Fig. 2.2). The geometric characteristics of the cell, such as
the electrode surface and separation, are known to be critical for the morphology of
deposits.[70] Accordingly, our device meets the boundary conditions and geometry of
typical coin cells and hence provides a realistic setup for studying these phenomena.
Further details can be found elsewhere.[8]
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A 0.38mm thick lithium foil (Aldrich, 99.9%) was scraped to remove oxide layers
by means of a sharp blade and dimethyl carbonate and then flattened by being rolled
with clean glass tubes. Disc electrodes (d= 9/16”) were punched from the clean
foil and tightly pressed between the separator and the current collectors by means
of silicone gaskets and electrically insulated screws. LiClO4 (Aldrich, battery grade,
99.99%) was dried for 24 hours under vacuum at 1000C and then dissolved in PC
(Aldrich, 99.7% Anhydrous). 1M LiClO4/PC solutions were used in all experiments.
They were then injected into the cells, which were sealed afterwards with stoppers
lined with a Teflon tape. All operations were carried out in a glovebox continuously
purged with pure argon.
Four identical cells were assembled and cycled galvanostatically at the rate of
2mA.cm−2. The cycling period, τ , and the corresponding number of cycles, i.e., the
total duration of charging, were adjusted such that the total circulated charge (40
mAh=144 Coulombs) was the same in all cells in each set of experiments. After the
last discharge cycle, the cells, kept intact, were taken outside the glovebox and placed
under a Leica 205FA microscope. High-resolution images were taken showing lateral
views of the three equiangular 1200 sectors of cell peripheries.
Since the images acquired at the focal plane of the camera correspond to those
of the curve perimeters of the cell, we developed an algorithm that projects finite
segments of the acquired images onto a flat surface according to Eq. 3.1:
dl′i =
dli
cos(θi)
(3.1)
where dl′i is the width of the projected element, dli is the width of the original
element in the acquired image, and θi is the corresponding angle about the axis
of the cylindrical cell (Fig. 3.2). The projected elements were assembled into the
reconstructed flat images used for analysis.
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3.4 Digital Quantification
The projected images were cast into 100 × 400 pixel grids. The resulting 2D matrices
(one for each 1200 sector) contain information on the hue, saturation, and brightness
of each pixel in a 0 to 255 scale. Dendritic forms were distinguished from voids by
establishing a grayness threshold, tthresh, which classifies matrix elements into black
(i.e., those whose illumination falls below the grayness threshold) and white classes.
The optimal grayness threshold tthresh is determined by minimizing the intra-class
variance σ2w(t) iteratively following Otsu’s method:[71]
Find ttresh
to minimize σ2w(t)
where:
σ2w(t) = w1(t)σ
2
1(t) + w2(t)σ
2
2(t) (3.2)
σ2w(t) is the weighted sum of black and white variances σ
2
1(t) and σ
2
2(t) with w1(t)
and w2(t) are the corresponding weights (probabilities), respectively. Fig. 3.3 shows
an original image and the corresponding binary image created by this procedure.
The area A of a given microstructure Em is defined by Eq: 3.3:
A =
N∑
m=1
Em (3.3)
where N is the number of Em elements contained in such a microstructure.
From ADLC we evaluated the mass, mDLC , and volume, VDLC , of DLCs via di-
mensional analysis according to Eq. 3.4, which is based on the assumption that the
porosity of the dendrites is homogenous throughout:
mDLC ∝ VDLC ∝ A3/2DLC (3.4)
We distinguished two types of microstructures:
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Figure 3.3: (a) The original microscopic dendrite image. (b) Binary image recon-
structed by using Otsu’s method.
1. Dead lithium crystals, DLCs, are groups of connected elements surrounded by
void regions (Fig. 3.4-a).
2. Dendrites, DNDs, are groups of elements connected to the anode (Fig. 3.4-b).
We define Eq. 3.5 as the mass fraction ratio for DLCs fDLC :
fDLC =
( k∑
i=1
ADLC,i
ATOT
) 3
2
(3.5)
k is the number of elements belonging to DLC groups of area ADLC,i, and ATOT
is the total area of electrodeposited Li0.
We also define DNDs as the measure for circulated lithium within the cells in
Eq. 3.6:
fDEP =
( M,N∑
i=1,j=1
Liti,j
ETOT
) 3
2
(3.6)
M and N run from i, j = 1 to i = 100 and j = 400, respectively. Liti,j is 1 if the
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pixel is recognized as Li0 and 0 otherwise, and ETOT = 40000 is the number of grid
pixels.
In order to identify the connectivity of Li0 elements to the anode we searched
whether a given pixel in the 2D binary matrix is connected to the elements repre-
senting the anode surface by at least one of its 4 sides and 4 vertices by means of
an iterative loop (Fig. 3.4-a and 3.4-b). Then, we search in each matrix column the
upper-most of such elements, whose i-index defines the range of those belonging to
the DND class. For the elements lying on the left and right borders of each image
we used PBC, i.e., we assumed that the same morphology is replicated beyond the
left and right borders. Fig. 3.4-c shows a sample binary image of the deposition. The
identified DLCs are shown in Fig. 3.4-d.
Pseudocode 3: Recursive algorithm for Identification and counting of a
DLC
1. Total=0;
2. For each pixel(i) {i=1:40000}
3. Total = Total + counted;
4. counted=0; [Global Variable]
5. isdead(pixel(i))
6. counted=counted+1;
7. If neighbors==0 → Exit(function)
8. If a neighbor == anode → counted=0 & Exit(function)
9. Else remove pixel(i) & isdead(neighbors)
10. end(function)
11. end(for)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Digital lattice showing a detached DLC (red). (b) Lithium dendrite
(red) with connection from neighbors to deposited volume. (c) Binary image of den-
dritic lithium electrodeposits. (d) Identified DLCs; Largest DLCs are shown in the
red enclosures.
3.5 Results & Discussion
It is apparent that the mass fraction of dead lithium crystals, fDLC , which is in effect
a measure of the loss of battery capacity, is directly correlated with the duration
of the charging period τ/2 (Fig. 3.7). The cumulative battery capacity losses were
reduced sevenfold by shortening t from 16 to 2 hours after the same amount of charge
(40 mAh = 144 C) circulated through the batteries in all cases. The data in Fig. 3.8
confirm that the amount of deposited Li0 (i.e., of circulated charge) remains constant
under all experimental conditions. Since DLCs are produced by severing the capillary
bridges (necks) that linked them to the body of Li0 electrodeposits during discharge,
the results shown in Fig. 3.7 in fact reflect how the morphology and connectivity of
deposits change along charging periods.[51, 67] Fig. 3.6, which is a plot of the voltage
V (t) required to maintain constant current i0 during charge and discharge periods,
provides revealing insights into the evolution of electrodeposits. Considering that
current density i increases exponentially with overpotential η:
i ∝ exp(η) = exp[V (t)− E(t)] (3.7)
(E(t) is the instantaneous reduction potential of the Li+/Li0 couple at each stage of
the charging-discharging cycles) the observed V (t) variations reflect how E(t) changes
during charge and discharge. Departures from the value for Li+ reduction into perfect
flat Li0 crystals (E0(t) = -3.05 V at Li+ unitary activity) would arise when Li+ is
reduced to curved microstructures. By virtue of Kelvin’s effect, dendrite curved tips
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Figure 3.5: Current profile for galvanostatic cycling of symmetric Li0 cell at the rate
of C(τ=2 hrs) and i = 2mA.cm−2.
Figure 3.6: Current profile for galvanostatic cycling of symmetric Li0 cell at the rate
of C(τ=2 hrs) and i = 2mA.cm−2.
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Figure 3.7: Dead lithium fraction fDLC as a function of cycling period τ .
Figure 3.8: The fraction of deposited Li0, fDEP versus cycling period τ .
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Figure 3.9: Voltage profiles of successive charge-discharge periods Vcharge(t),
Vdischarge(t) (red trace). The blue trace corresponds to -Vcharge(τ+2), which shows
that the Li0 electrodeposits requiring the highest negative overvoltages redissolve first
at the lowest positive overpotentials.
have more negative reduction potentials than flatter electrode sectors:[72]
E(ρ) = E(∞) + 2γV
ρ
(3.8)
where ρ is the radius of curvature, γ ∼ 1 J.m−2 is the Li0/electrolyte interfacial
surface energy,[73, 74] and V= 1.3 × 10−5 m3 mol−1 is the Li0 molar volume. Thus,
V (t) has to become more and more negative to maintain η and hence i0. The reverse
phenomenon occurs during discharge: higher curvature structures will be the first to
re-dissolve.[75] Since the experimental overpotentials in the later stages of charging
and discharging cycles are actually the sum of charge transfer and diffusion overpoten-
tials, by assuming that overall η ∼ 1V overpotentials correspond to effective η ∼ 0.1V
charge transfer activation overpotentials, we deduce that Li+ reduction takes place on
structures having curvatures reaching atomic dimensions: r ≈ 10−9m. We ascribe the
gradual increase of η along the sequence of charge-discharge cycles to the development
of partially insulating solid-electrolyte interfaces (SEI) obtained by the decomposition
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of the solvent.[28, 29, 3, 76] The preceding analysis suggests that thinner, i.e., higher
curvature necks are produced in the later stages of extended charging cycles, thereby
increasing the probability of DLC detachment during discharge.[52, 20, 63, 77, 78]
The fact that DLCs appear preferentially at longer charging times implies that the
root segments (necks) of the dendrite structures produced in later stages are thinner
and/or longer.[66] Thinner and longer necks have a larger positive (convex) curvature
radius, ρconvex, about their cross sections, and a smaller negative (concave) curvature
radius, ρconcave, about their columns.[79] As a result, such necks having larger mean
positive curvatures[75] will accumulate larger electron densities, and hence display
faster Li0 electrodissolution rates.
3.6 Conclusions
We have developed a novel method for quantification of DLCs and we have shown
that the cumulative loss of battery capacity via the detachment of Li0 particles after
sequences of charge-discharge cycles amounting to the exchange of 144 Coulombs is
significantly reduced by shortening the duration of the cycling period. This outcome
is likely due to the faster electrodissolution of the thinner necks formed in the later
stages of longer charging periods. We ascribe this phenomenon to the increased
inaccessibility of the inner voids of the peripheral, late generation dendritic structures
to incoming Li+. [66]
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Chapter 4
Thermal Relaxation
Acknowledgement: The main part of this chapter is published in the Physical
Chemistry Chemical Physics, 2015, 17(12), 8000-8005. [80]
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2015/cp/c4cp05786d
4.1 Abstract
The average lengths λ¯ of lithium dendrites produced by charging symmetric Li0 bat-
teries at various temperatures are matched by Monte Carlo computations dealing
both with Li+ transport in the electrolyte and thermal relaxation of Li0 electrode-
posits. We found that experimental λ¯(T ) variations cannot be solely accounted by the
temperature dependence of Li+ mobility in the solvent but require the involvement
of competitive Li-atom transport from metastable dendrite tips to smoother domains
over ∆E‡R ≈20 KJ.mol−1 barriers. A transition state theory analysis of Li-atom diffu-
sion in solids yields a negative entropy of activation for the relaxation process, ∆S‡R ≈
- 46 J.mol−1.K−1, that is consistent with the transformation of amorphous into crys-
talline Li0 electrodeposits. Significantly, our ∆E‡R ≈20 KJ.mol−1 value compares
favorably with the activation barriers recently derived from DFT calculations for self-
diffusion on Li0 (001) and (111) crystal surfaces. Our findings underscore the key
role the mobility of interfacial Li-atoms plays in determining the morphology of den-
drites at temperatures TSR above the onset of surface reconstruction: TSR ≈ 0.65TMB
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Figure 4.1: Graphical Abstract.
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(TMB = 453K is the melting point of bulk Li
0).
4.2 Introduction
Portable electronic devices and intermittent renewable energy sources demand high-
capacity, reliable, long-lasting electric energy storage units.[14, 10, 81] The low mass
density (ρ=0.564 g.cm−3) and high reduction potential (E0 = -3.04 V vs. SHE)
of lithium metal (Li0) should make it the ideal electrode material.[9, 82, 1, 83, 16]
Li0, however, is exceptionally prone to grow dendrites under the far from equilib-
rium conditions prevalent during electrodeposition.[9, 84, 85] The runaway growth
of metallic dendrites is the harbinger of short-circuiting, overheating, and ultimately
the ignition of the organic solvents used in Li0 batteries.[3] Intense efforts are there-
fore underway to prevent such hazards by limiting dendrite growth during battery
charging.[8, 63] At present, efforts aimed at controlling Li0 dendrite growth remain
semi-empirical because its mechanism is not fully understood.[72, 7, 27, 28, 26, 86,
31, 32, 23, 17, 11, 87, 58, 56, 64] Models fall short of capturing the complex dy-
namics of dendrite inception and growth,[7, 22, 88], or accounting for the peculiar
facility of Li0 to grow dendrites relative to other potentially useful 1st and 2nd period
metals.[89, 90, 49, 13, 91, 92, 93, 94] In our view, control strategies should consider
that dendrite growth is a non-deterministic stochastic process,[95, 40, 96, 21] and
the propensity of Li0 for growing dendrites is a direct consequence of the inherent
Li-Li binding energy and energy barrier values for Li-atom transport on the metal
surface.[97, 98] We have previously addressed the former issue via pulsed charging
experiments and Monte Carlo computations.[8] Here we report experiments and com-
putations aimed at quantify the thermal behavior of electrolytic Li0 dendrites as a
first step toward linking Li0 properties with dendrite growth and control.[99, 100, 73]
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4.3 Experiments
We charged symmetric coin Li0 batteries that allow for in situ visualization of dendrites.[69,
101, 20] Disk electrodes (A = 1.6 cm2) punched from cleaned Li0 foil (Aldrich, 99.9%,
0.38 mm thick, were mounted L = 3.175 mm apart on an open-ended transparent
polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) cylindrical tube separator. The electrolyte was a
1M LiClO4 (Aldrich, battery grade, 99.99%, dried for 24 hours at 90
0C under vacuum)
solution in PC (PC) (Aldrich, 99.7% Anhydrous). Batteries were submerged in a ther-
mostated bath, as shown in Fig. 4.2, and charged galvanostatically at 2mA.cm−2 for
8 or 24 hours in a glovebox sparged with argon (H2O, O2 ≤ 0.5 ppm). We estimated
that:
1. Convection is negligible under present conditions.
2. Linear temperature gradients normal to the anode are established within min-
utes.
3. The limiting diffusional current density for Li+ in PC is much bigger than
1mA.cm−2 (J ¿¿ D C0/L = 78 mA.cm−2).[102]
After charging, batteries were removed from the glovebox for the acquisition of
high-resolution digital images of the electrodeposits with a Leica 205FA microscope.
The digital images of the three equiangular 1200 sectors of the curved peripheries
of the cylindrical cells were then projected onto a flat surface as described in our
previous publication.[94] Forty-five equidistant dendrites were selected from the pro-
jected images and sorted into [ni, λi] bins within specified length ranges λi. From this
information we evaluated normalized average lengths,λ¯, defined by Eq.2.3.
The experimental [ni, λi] distributions are shown in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.4 shows plots
of average lengths λ¯ versus anode temperature T−.
The temperature distribution can easily be obtained from heat equation. Since
the conductivity of PMMA separators is significantly lower than the copper current
collectors (αLi,Cu >> αPMMA), we can assume that the heat within the cell flows in
1D. Hence:
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The initial steady-state
temperature profile is shown on the left.
Figure 4.3: Normalized dendrite length distributions [ni,λi] at various anode temper-
atures T−. Cells charged at 2mA.cm−2 for 8 hrs (left) and 24 hrs (right).
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Figure 4.4: Dendrite measure λ¯ variation versus anodic temperature T−.
∂T
∂t
= α∇2T (4.1)
For quasi-steady state condition in which change in boundary condition is signif-
icantly slow, the initial temperature distribution is time independent, hence:
∂2T
∂y2
= 0 (4.2)
and the imposed boundary conditions are:
T (0) = T−T (L) = T+ (4.3)
Therefore we obtain linear temperature distributions from anode to cathode, which
is material independent:
T (y) = T− + (T+ − T−) y
L
(4.4)
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of model boundary conditions.
In principle, the potential field φ is obtained by solving Gauss’s law. However,
since electroneutrality is a valid approximation throughout the electrolyte, up to thin
depletion boundary (i.e., ion-ion electrostatic interactions are screened out by counter
ions because the Debye length (λD = 0.27 nm) is smaller than the average inter ionic
separation (Ri,j=1.2 nm), Gauss’s law reduces to Laplace’s equation. Also, since the
heat conductivity of metallic lithium and copper is much higher than the PMMA
separator walls, we can assume that the dendrites are isothermal with the anode
electrode and temperature profile is also described by Laplace’s equation. Hence, we
define a generic parameter u as follows:
u(x, y) = {φ(x, y), T (x, y)} (4.5)
where x and y are coordinates parallel and normal to the anode. Therefore:
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
≈ 0 (4.6)
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Based on schematic representation in Fig. 4.5 we have the following imposed
boundary conditions:
u(x, 0) = {V−, T−} (4.7)
u(x, L) = {V+, T+} (4.8)
udendrites = uanode (4.9)
Note than the high electrical and thermal conductivities of Li0 ensure that anodic
electrodeposits are equipotential and isothermal surfaces at [V−,T−] at all times.
To ensure a smooth surface, the equipotential surface extends slightly beyond the
bonding radius of Li0 at 1.3 r+.
We solved Eq. 4.6 using a finite difference method in a (280 × 280) grid according
to Eq. 4.10.
ui,j =
1
4
(ui+1,j + ui−1,j + ui,j+1 + ui,j−1) (4.10)
Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were assumed in the x direction, i.e., every
Li+ exiting the domain from right/left boundaries, enters from the opposite side. The
electric field was obtained numerically as:
~Ei,j = −φi+1,j − φi−1,j
2∆x
iˆ− φi,j+1 − φi,j−1
2∆y
jˆ (4.11)
Lithium has very small reduction potential, (E+ = -3.04 V) [34], and hence we
consider that the effect of the applied temperature gradient on dendrite growth op-
erates via the enhancement of Li+ migration rather than reduction and Li+ would
be reduced to a Li0. Fig. 4.6 shows the distributions of normalized temperature |T |,
defined as below:
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Figure 4.6: Normalized temperature |T | distribution within normalized cell dimen-
sions [H,L] in the present of one convex (peak) and one concave (hollow) dendrite
morphology.
|T | = | T − T+
T− − T+ | ≤ 1 (4.12)
within region normalized by height y/L over convex and concave regions of Li0
electrode deposits. The concave/convex morphology has been imitated by sinusoidal
function during one period and the higher curvatures have been approximated with
higher Sin powers. Fig. 4.6 shows that the isothermal lines are closer to each other
in the vicinity of convex surface (peaks) relative to the concave (hollow) regions.
Fig. 4.7 shows the variation of normalized temperature with the normal distance
from the dendrite surface in the convex/concave regions and their variation based on
the curvature κ.
4.4 Modeling
Model calculations were based on our recently developed coarse-grained dynamical
Monte Carlo (CG-MC) framework.[8] The core 2D CG-MC algorithm calculates the
combined diffusional and migrational Li+ displacements using temperature depen-
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Figure 4.7: Normalized temperature |T | variation versus normalized vertical distance
d
L
for convex (blue traces) and concave (red traces). The gap is augmented with
increasing positive/negative curvatures κ.
dent Li+ diffusion coefficients, D+(T), and mobilities, µ+(T), under local electric
field ~E(x,y,t) and temperature T (x, y, t) fields (x and y are the parallel and perpen-
dicular coordinates to electrodes surfaces). D+(T) is assumed to follow an Arrhenius
temperature dependence, following Eq. 4.13:
D+(T ) = D
0
+exp(
Eη
NkB
(
1
T
− 1
T0
)) (4.13)
from which we evaluate µ+(T) by using the Stokes-Einstein relation, Eq. 4.14:
µ+(T ) =
eD+(T )
NkBT
(4.14)
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, N is Avogadro’s number, e is the elementary charge,
and Eη = 13.5kJmol
−1 is the experimental activation energy derived from viscosity
η(T ) data for the PC solvent (Table 2.1).[102] Temperature T (x, y, t) and electric
field ~E(x, y, t) profiles were evaluated by finite-differences integration of Eq. 2.9. The
surface of electrodeposits was set at T− and V− throughout, on account of the high
Li0 thermal conductivities. CG-MC simulations were run in a [L∗ × L∗], domain
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that approximately corresponds to the thickness of the depletion layers where the
relevant events take place in this system (Table 2.1). The actual D+(T) value used
in the calculations was scaled down from experimental values (DExp+ (300K) = 2.58×
10−6cm2s−1 [99] for Li+ diffusion in PC to yield diffusional displacements < x2 >
1
2≈
L∗/2 at the end of simulations.[95] Since the ∆t = 0.25µs simulation time-step is
much longer than the picosecond time-scale of ion-ion collisions, Li+ ions positions
~ri(t) were computed from average displacements given by Eq. 2.6.
We further assumed that Li+ is reduced to Li0 with temperature-independent
unit probability under the applied overpotentials. The actual parameters used in the
simulations are listed in Table 4.1.
Since dendrites tips are intrinsically metastable formations possessing excess sur-
face free energy relative to flat Li0 crystals, [24, 12] they should eventually relax at
appreciable rates via Li0-atom diffusion into interfacial sites of lower curvature/higher
connectivity at sufficiently high temperatures.[103, 85] This relaxation process was
incorporated into our model calculations by releasing Li0 atoms with probabilities
pR(T ) given by Eq. 4.15: [103]
pR(T ) = p
0
R.exp(
∆E‡R
NkBT
) (4.15)
p0R is an adjustable dimensionless pre-factor and ∆E
‡
R is the effective activation
energy for Li-atom hopping on our dendritic electrodeposits. The pre-factor was
selected such that relaxation rates were competitive with deposition rates. We found
that the temperature dependence of the λ¯(T ) calculated in this manner was not overly
sensitive to the value of the pre-factor, as long as the above condition was satisfied.
At each integration step, Li0 atoms are released into the electrolyte as Li+ ions at
distances 4r+ (r+ = 1.19A˚ is Li
+ crystalline radius) away from the nearest surface Li0
atoms, which then evolve according to Eq. 2.6. Each interfacial Li0-atom undergoes
on average 4-5 rearrangements per simulation. The dissolution of Li0 into Li+ in
close proximity of deposits followed by re-deposition is operationally equivalent to
the diffusion of Li0 atoms from dendrite tips to concave regions. This is so because
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Li+ ions released from dendrite tips have fewer neighboring surface sites to which
return as Li0 than those released from concave anode regions. Simulations were
stopped the first time 400 Li0 appeared the system. The total number of Li+ ions
was preserved by creating a new Li+ at a random location whenever another Li+ was
annihilated as Li0. Calculated dendrite heights were quantified by dividing the x-axis
in four sectors. Here, dendrite height in each sector is the height of the uppermost
Li0 defined by Eq. 2.8.
To ensure good statistics, each simulation was run 10 times. From this information
we evaluated λ¯ values for comparison with experimental ones. Fig. 4.8 shows typical
snapshots of calculated dendrites at three T− values. In Fig. 4.9 computational λ¯
values calculated by excluding and including surface relaxation are compared with
experimental λ¯ ones.
4.5 Results & Discussion
Our experimental results show that keeping the anode warmer than the surround-
ing solution does inhibit dendrite growth. We have recently shown that the positive
feedback underlying runaway dendrite growth is due to the fact that Li+ electromi-
gration in the strong electric fields developing around high-curvature dendrite tips
outpaces Li+ diffusion to flatter regions.[8] Since D+ and µ+ increase exponentially
with T , and the electrolyte filling concave pockets is significantly warmer than the
layers surrounding dendrite tips 4.1, we expected that the application of negative tem-
perature gradients to the anode would enhance diffusionally-limited current densities
to concave regions relative to dendrite tips. In other words, we expected that model
simulations of the relatively faster Li+ electrodeposition on anode regions surrounded
by warmer electrolyte layers would account for our experimental findings.
The results of GC-MC simulations (Fig. 4.9) dispelled our simplistic expectations.
The reasons are that the D+(T), µ+(T) dependences originating from Eη = 13.5
kJ.mol−1 (Table 4.1) are not only halved into diffusional λ¯(T ) displacements, but they
are also attenuated by the competition between ion diffusion and electromigration in
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Figure 4.8: Results of CG-MC calculations for Li+ transport. Li0, Li+, |T |. From left
to right, results at T− ={21,48,70}0C.
Table 4.1: Temperature dependent CG-MC simulation parameters.
D+ 3.4 ×10−8cm2/s
r+ 1.19 A˚
E 13.5 KJmol−1
∆E‡R 20 KJmol
−1
p0R 300
the non-linear T (x, y, t), ~E(x, y, t), and [Li+(x, y, t)] fields surrounding the irregular
Li0 deposits (Fig. 4.8). Thus, the results of Fig. 4.9 in effect implicate the participation
of a process having a stronger temperature dependence that that is associated with
Li+ transport in the electrolyte solvent. Thus, we found that we could match the
experimental λ¯(T ) temperature trends by including the thermal relaxation of Li0
dendrites, as simulated by the process described above, with ∆E‡R ≈ 20KJmol−1.
A transition state theory (TST) analysis of atom diffusion in metallic solids pro-
vides a physical interpretation of our findings.[104, 105, 106] The TST expression
for the diffusion coefficient DTST of Li-atoms on the surface of Li
0 metal is given by
Eq. 4.16.[98]
DTST =
1
4
a2
kBT
h
exp(
∆S∗
NkBT
)exp(
∆E∗
NkBT
) = D0TST exp(
∆E∗
NkBT
) (4.16)
where a = 3.49A˚ is the lattice constant, h is Plank’s constant, and ∆S∗ and
∆E∗ are the activation entropy and enthalpy of the process. Thus DTST ≈ 2 ×
10−3cm2s−1exp( ∆S
∗
NkBT
)exp( ∆E
∗
NkBT
) at T1/2 = 318K, the mean temperature in our ex-
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Figure 4.9: Arrhenius log(λ¯) vs. 1/T plots. Simulated data (green and blue points)
pinned to the experimental value (red) at 210C for 16mAh charge to help visualize
slope differences.
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periments. By assuming that the shortening of dendrites at higher temperatures is
due to Li-atom diffusion from dendrite tips to sites of higher coordination, we interpret
that relative ((∆λ¯ =< x2 >2 (T ))
1/2 − (< x2 >T0=210C)1/2 experimental decrements
(from Fig. 4.3-a) correspond in fact to average Li-atom diffusional displacements
on the surface of dendrites. On this basis, from Dexp = ∆¯λ
2
(2τ)−1, τ = 8hrs ,
we estimate an average experimental diffusion coefficient Dexp ≈ 9 × 10−8cm2s−1
at T1/2. By identifying DTST with Dexp , and E
‡
R with E
∗ we derive a pre-factor
D0TST = 4×10−5cm2s−1 that is in the range of those typical for atom self-diffusion on
metal surfaces, [107, 108, 109] and leads to a significant negative entropy of activation:
∆S∗ = −46Jmol−1K−1, consistent with the transformation of (disordered) amor-
phous Li0 dendrites into Li0 crystals.[110, 111] Gratifyingly, the ∆E∗ = 20kJmol−1
value derived from our experiments and CG-MC calculations falls within the range
of the DFT values for the activation barriers of Li-atom hopping and exchange
on Li(001) and Li(111) single crystals.[97] The type of surface reconstruction we
observe for metallic lithium dendrites above ambient temperatures is a universal
phenomenon.[103] For a melting point of bulk Li0: TMB = 180
0C = 453K, the
condition T/TMB ¿ 0.7 that determines the onset of surface reconstruction is already
met by Li0 at ≈ 300K. [103] The above condition, which strictly applies to flat Li0
crystals, will be relaxed for microcrystalline dendrites because the melting point TMD
of dendrite tips of radius of curvature ρ is necessarily lower than TMB. The Gibbs-
Thompson Equation relates TMD to TMB as following: [112, 113, 114]
TMD = TMB(1− σS,L
∆HMBdSρ
) (4.17)
with solid-liquid surface energy σS,L = 0.41J.m
−2, [115, 116] melting enthalpy
∆HMB = 512Kg.m
−3, and solid density dS = 430kJKg−1, we estimate that, for
example, the TMD of conceivable dendrite tips sharper than ρ < 73nm would be
TMD < 0.9TMB ≈ 400K = 1270C.
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4.6 Conclusions
Summing up, our experiments and calculations open up the possibility that the run-
away growth of electrolytic Li0 dendrites could be better controlled by increasing
the mobility of Li-atoms on the solid than by increasing the mobility of Li+ ions in
the electrolyte. They also suggest specific approaches, such as enhancing interfacial
Li-atom diffusion by implanting extrinsic defects. [106, 117, 118, 119, 4]
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Chapter 5
Thermal Annealing Kinetics of
Electrodeposited Lithium
Dendrites
5.1 Abstract
The densifying kinetics of lithium dendrites is characterized with effective activa-
tion energy of Ea ≈ 6 − 7kcal.mol−1 in our experiments and molecular dynamics
computations. We show that heating lithium dendrites for 55C reduces the represen-
tative dendrites length λ¯(T, t) up to 36%. NVT reactive force field simulations on
three-dimensional glass phase dendrites produced by our coarse grained Monte Carlo
method reveal that for any given initial dendrite morphology, there is a uniquely stable
atomic arrangement for a certain range of temperature, combined with rapid mor-
phological transition (∼ 10 ps) within quasi-stable states involving concurrent bulk
and surface diffusion. Our results are useful for predicting the inherent structural
characteristics of lithium dendrites such as dominant coordination number.
5.2 Introduction
Wireless revolution and need for harnessing intermittent renewable energy sources,
has created an exponential demand for energy storage devices such as batteries that
require long-lasting storage capacity and high-power delivery during last decade. [10]
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Lithium (Li0), particularly, anode candidate material with an ideal energy density
of 3862 mAh/g, could drastically satisfy this demand. However, due to it relatively
low surface energy, it has very high propensity to grow dendrites during consecutive
recharging. This phenomenon eventually leads to short-circuiting, overheating the cell
and possible ignition of the organic electrolyte as well as creating isolated dead lithium
crystals. [3] The current reports have investigated the effect of charging method, [8, 17]
current density[25, 2, 7], electrode surface morphology [36, 58, 18], solvent and elec-
trolyte chemical composition [27, 28, 26], electrolyte concentration [25, 61]on dendrite
growth. Other methods include the use of powder electrodes [31] and adhesive poly-
mers [32]. Recent studies have tried to explain the dendrite evolution mechanism [64]
and have offered impurities as dendrite initiation drive [13, 63] . Although the on-
going research tends to extend the battery energy density by developing Lithium-Air
and lithium-Sulfur batteries, the dendrite problem remains as a challenging issue in
all kinds of rechargeable batteries. [92, 93] Temperature is a highly accessible pa-
rameter with foremost important effect in kinetics. It has been found that cycling
at higher temperatures (from -50C up to 40C) can, on average, cause more frequent
short-circuiting events up to a factor of 2 [120]. Other results show that the increas-
ing cell temperature enhances the ionic mobilities in favor of dendritic inception and
growth [40]. [25, 121] reported that the higher temperatures extends ion depletion
layer length which is in agreement with temperature dependence of reaction rates [2].
[34] also pointed out that the probability of ionic reduction in the electrode surface
correlates directly to the temperature. In contrast, [59] found that imposing higher
temperatures reduces dendrite growth rate relatively to the electrode surface, and
could results in more uniform deposition. Although all those approaches are help-
ful, it is apparent that further progress in tackling this crucial issue should accrue
from a full understanding of the dynamics of dendrite growth on Li-metal electrodes.
[122, 13]
In our recent work, we have found that applying temperature gradients has a
destructive effect for growing dendrites during charging periods [80, 60] and show
experimental evidence that higher post-charge temperatures can reduce lithium den-
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Figure 5.1: Lithium dendrites observable by naked eye. While certain morphologies
are packed and shorter in height (left: λ¯ ≈ 0.4L), others tend to be highly porous
and taller in height (right: λ¯ ≈ 0.7L), L:Inter-electrode distance
drites to a considerable amount. We train a reaxFF model afterwards for the initial
morphologies and we explain reasons leading to such reduction in details from QM
insights.
5.3 Experiments
We have used unique manually-made cells for in situ observation and measurement of
electrolytic Li0 deposits (Fig. 2.2). The cell components and details of the fabrication
for electrode and electrolyte have been described in previous chapter. Four cells were
charged at the rate of 2mA/cm2 for 24 hours (Q=48mAh) in ambient condition using
Bio-logic instruments (SP-50, VSP). The cells were disconnected, taken out and rinsed
with isopropyl alcohol. The optical observations were done on the post-charge anode
surface and the cells were kept in various oil bath temperatures. The design enables
observation of dendrites with naked eye.(Fig. 5.1)
In another set of experiments, 4 cells were charged under different current densities
for 24 hours. The cells were disconnected and submerged in oil bath of different
temperatures. The dendrites were measured under microscope after 12 hours and 24
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Figure 5.2: λ¯ versus bath temperature for 4 various bath temperatures during 48
hours post-charge period.
hours and λ¯ was extracted. (Fig. 5.2)
5.4 Simulations
We have utilized ReaxFF method to describe the interactions of deposited Li0 atoms
after deposition. [123] In ReaxFF, the interatomic interactions can be expressed as a
function of bond orders where the energy terms can be expressed as:
Esystem = Ebond + Elp + Eover + Eunder + Eval + Epen + EC2 + Etriple
+ Etors + Econj + EH−bond + EvdW + ECoulomb (5.1)
The force field used is trained against extensive atomic structures, including
charge, bond dissociation energy, geometry of finite moles, different crystal phases
(cell parameters, relative stabilities and equation of state) and energy data. For Li
metal, the training set includes Li+2 bond dissociation curves, crystal structure of dif-
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Figure 5.3: Initital optimized dendrite glass phase after charge, driven from CG
framework. Final morphologies are shown after 200ps NVT simulations at 317K(b),
337(c) and 357(d) are demonstrated.
ferent crystal phases (BCC, FCC, HCP, diamond and SC), atomization energy, and
energy differences of these crystals and equation of state (EOS). We also consider the
surface energy of (100), (110) and (111) Li BCC. Without further training, ReaxFF
can well reproduce the surface energy values obtained from QM calculations. We
start from the parameters obtained from simple Li-Li bond as the initial set of data
constants bond iterate it for the pyramid model until the convergence.
The initial glass phase morphology of dendrites are generated from our previously
developed coarse grain (CG) framework [8], which utilized the same parameters for
lithium electrode and LiClO4/PC solution. Energy minimization was carried out us-
ing reaxFF with imposing fixed bottom layers for Li. The optimized structure is a
glass phase of Li crystal (100) surface as shown in Fig. 5.3. NVT simulations were
applied with temperatures ranging from 317K to 357K to investigate the temperature
effect in elimination of dendrites. During the simulation in most cases, at the begin-
ning, the Li dendrite quickly collapsed and filled up with available space. After 200 ps
of simulation time, 3 to 5 atoms think layers were developed. Fig.5.3-b to 5.3-d show
the atomic structures after 200 ps simulation. Although not fully crystalized, the
obtained structures show ordered arranged Li atoms, which is a feather of crystalline
morphologies.
In order to investigate the dendrite collapse in more details, we have considered
an ideal case of initial pyramid morphology for simulation that consists of 15 layers
of Li bulk (7715) and 6 layers of Li pyramid leading to single atom tip(Fig.5.4). The
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Figure 5.4: The simulation pyramid tip model.
size in x and y direction is 24.57A˚ and in z direction is 38.61 A˚ . A 30A˚ vacuum space
is built to avoid the interactions between the slab and its imagines. Since nano-scale
structures usually exhibit very low melting point comparing with that in bulk phase,
we fixed the bottom ten layers to avoid the unrealistic melting.
Model parameters are shown in Table 5.1.
We recognized two dominant reduction mechanisms:
1. Bulk Diffusion (BD): The ad-atom creates a vacancy with energy barriers
staring from 9.715 kcal/mol to create a vacancy, followed with vacancy diffusion
with very small barriers (2.490 kcal/mol) which make it easy for the vacancy to
diffuse from bottom to top and may lead to structure collapse.(fig. 5.6)
2. Surface Diffusion (SD): The ad-atom drops off from top with energy barrier
starting from 5.198 kcal/mol, with followed diffusion with increased barriers,
10.082 kcal/mol, from layer 2 to layer 3, and 11.185 kcal/mol, from layer 3 to
layer 4.(Fig. 5.5)
From this point of view, BD mechanism may be more prevalent than the SD
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Table 5.1: Pyramid model characterisitics
x and y dimensions 24.57 A˚
z dimension 1 µs
Cube layers 7 × 7 × 15
Tip layers 15
Domain width 24.57 A˚× 24.57 A˚
Domain height 10.53 A˚
Target temperatures 250K, 300K, 350K, 400K, 450K ( melting point)
Simulation time 200 ps
Simulation time step 0.25 fs
Figure 5.5: Surface diffusion:The tip atoms falls frop the at 250K.
mechanism, because the diffusion barrier of the rate determining step (9.715 kcal/mol)
in BD is lower than that (11.185 kcal/mole) in SD. However, the difference is so small
(maybe even smaller if consider the entropy), it is highly possible that both of these
mechanism occur in the realist conditions, which make it hard to distinguish the
contributions of these mechanism in the simulation.
Assuming the flatten of the tip follows Arrhenius equation, we can also derive the
effective energy barriers by calculating the melting rate at evaluated temperatures,
350K, 400K and 450K. The activation energy barrier obtained from fitting to Arrhe-
nius equation is 7.196 kcal/mol (as shown in Figure 10), consistent with the NEB
calculations.
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Figure 5.6: Bulk diffusion: A bottom atom created vacancy that diffuses to the top
and leads to collapse of pyramid.
5.5 Resutls & Discussion
It is very obvious that the higher post charge temperatures anneals the dendrites
to lower heights.(Fig. 5.7) We interpret that the degradation (reduction) of lithium
dendrites follows the first-order kinetics and we ascribe the following:
λ¯ = λ∞ + a.exp(−k.t) (5.2)
The reduction rate k in our experiments shows to be affected by temperature T .
Considering Arrhenius relation for kinetics, we have the following equation:
k(T ) = k(T0)exp(
Ea
kB
(
1
T
− 1
T0
)) (5.3)
As we compare the experimental and computational calculated energy barriers,
they fall in the proximity of each other. (Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.7: The morphology of post-charge lithium dendrites before (left) and after
(right) imposing higher temperatures.
Figure 5.8: Comparison between experimental (a) and computational (b) energy
barriers, which are 7.1 kcal.mol−1 and 6.3 kcal.mol−1 respectively.
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5.6 Conclusion
In this work, we quantified the thermal annealing kinetics of lithium dendrites in
our experiments and simulations. We produced the lithium dendrites in laboratory
experiments and measured their temperature dependent reduction via a novel design
and method. On the other hand, we created lithium dendrites using our CG-MC
framework and by training ReaxFF framework for lithium, we predicted their effec-
tive thermal relaxation energy barrier. The acquired effective activation energy of
7.1 kcal/mol from the experiments matches well with the corresponding value of 6.3
kcal/mol from simulations. The surface diffusion of low-coordinated atoms and bulk
diffusion were ascribed as the dominant mechanisms for thermal relaxation of lithium
dendrites. The results have potential for predicting the internal structural proper-
ties of amorphous dendrites such as the dominant coordination number, porosity,
branching characteristics and material dependency. Further work along these lines is
underway and the corresponding publication is in press.
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Appendix A
The Role of Fluoride Additive on
SEI layer and Lithium Dendrites
Inhibition
A.1 Abstract
The mechanism for controlling lithium dendrites growth due to fluoride electrolytic
additive has been extracted. Our experiments reveal that fluoride is, in fact, deter-
ministic for creating more compact solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the pre-charge
lithium electrode surface before nucleation of lithium dendrites which is considerably
more stable during subsequent cycles. We attribute this phenomenon to the clean-
ing of the electrode surface by creating HF, which reduces the nucleation (i.e. active)
sites. Furthermore we prove that F- ions diffuse at the dendrites structure as an inter-
stitial impurity due to their small size and which facilitate the collapse of metastable
lithium dendrites during electrodeposition.
A.2 Introduction
Dendrite growth has been considered one of the major problems facing rechargeable
batteries. Major efforts were made testing the effects of solvent and electrolyte chem-
ical composition and concentration on dendrite reduction [26, 27, 28, 29]. A recent
study on the effect of fluoride ion has motivated us to investigate the mechanism of
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such effects in more detail. [105]
Our previous experiments on the thermal relaxation of electrodeposited lithium
metal dendrites within hours at temperatures well below the melting point of Li0
revealed that dendrites are metastable structures that must eventually reconstruct
into thermodynamically stable Li0 crystals, whose imperfections also manifest into
enhanced relaxation rates. On the basis of microscopic concepts about the dynamics
of this process [98, 106].The idea suggested itself that thermal relaxation rates should
be accelerated by the presence of interstitial impurities.
The conceptual issue at stake was whether relaxation was due to surface diffusion
of Li-atoms, or it also involved large atomic displacements within dendrites bodies.
Surface diffusion on metals is an important subject that has been extensively investi-
gated for almost a century. There are reports on hetero-diffusion of lithium atoms on
W and graphite [124]. However, the thermal relaxation of fractal lithium electrode-
posits is a specialized subject that has apparently not received much attention, either
experimentally or theoretically, until very recently.
In 2014, Archer et al. [105] have shown that lithium dendrites are not inevitable.
Remarkably, electrolysis of Li halides instead of Li perchlorate electrolytes in PC led
to significant dendrite reductions, a phenomenon they attributed to the enhancement
of the surface mobility of Li-atoms by the selective enrichment of lithium halide salts
in the interfacial layers of electrodeposits. This finding resonates with our results
on the unexpectedly fast thermal relaxation of lithium dendrites at above-ambient
temperatures, and our conjecture that surface diffusion of Li-atoms could be enhanced
by the injection of suitable impurities.
A.3 Experiments
We conducted two sets of experiments based on the design and method of measure-
ment defined in Chapter 2. In the first set, we electrolyzed 4 identical cells, two of
them filled with 0.1M LiClO4/PC and the other two with 0.1M LiF/PC. We confirmed
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Figure A.1: Dendrite measure (defined in Eq. 2.3) vs electrolyte type. (C=0.1 M/PC)
Archer’s results in our laboratory by comparing average dendrite lengths grown in
cells filled with 0.1M LiF and 0.1 M LiClO4 charged under identical conditions with
the rate of 0.125 mA.cm−2.Fig. A.1
In the second set of experiments, we fabricated 4 cells, 2 cells with LiClO4/PC
and 2 other cells containing the same electrolyte with addition of 0.1M LiF/PC. We
charged the cells with the rate of 0.125mA.cm−2 for 24 hours (C=3 mAh/cm2). After
imaging the 4 cells, we removed the electrolyte from the 2 cells containing LiF, rinsed
and refilled them with original electrolyte (1M LiClO4/PC) and applied another set
of charge with the same rate and period as previous cells so the total charge applied
to them become double (C=6 mAh/cm2). The results after imaging and microscopic
measurement of images (from Eq. 2.3) are shown in Fig. A.2.
The SEM comparison of the electrolytes has been illustrated in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.2: The dendrites formed on the flat surface (left) versus the additional
dendrites formed on the original dendrites produced in the presence of F−.
Figure A.3: SEM image for the morphology of dendrites using electrolytes types of
without (left) and with (right) electrolytes
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A.4 Conclusion
In this paper we have realized the mechanism of suppression of dendrites due to
fluoride additive to the electrolyte. We have obtained that: i. the SEI passivation
layer is more compact and stable in the presence of F− due to higher decomposition of
PC solvent. ii. The F− diffuses inside the dendrites and SEI structure as an interstitial
impurity and causes the structural instability in the meta-stable dendrites. We ascribe
this effect due to small size on F−. The corresponding publication is in press.
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Appendix II: Potential and
Chloride Role on COD Removal
Acknowledgement: We acknowledge Kangwoo Cho. who has conducted the major
research in this chapter. The detailed content is published in the Environmental Sci-
ence and Technology, 2014, 48(4), pp 2377-2384.[8]
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/es404137u
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Figure B.1: Graphical Abstract
B.1 Abstract
We have investigated electrochemical treatment of real domestic wastewater coupled
with simultaneous production of molecular H2 as useful byproduct. The electrolysis
cells employ multilayer semiconductor anodes with electroactive bismuth-doped TiO2
functionalities and stainless steel cathodes. DC-powered laboratory-scale electrolysis
experiments were performed under static anodic potentials (+2.2or+ 3.0V NHE) us-
ing domestic wastewater samples, with added chloride ion in variable concentrations.
Greater than 95% reductions in chemical oxygen demand (COD) and ammonium ion
were achieved within 6 hours. In addition, we experimentally determined a decreasing
overall reactivity of reactive chlorine species toward COD with an increasing chloride
ion concentration under chlorine radicals (Cl., Cl−2 ) generation at +3.0 V NHE. The
current efficiency for COD removal was 12% with the lowest specific energy consump-
tion of 96kWhkgCOD−1 at the cell voltage of near 4 V in 50 mM chloride. The
current efficiency and energy efficiency for H2 generation were calculated to range
from 34 to 84% and 14 to 26%, respectively. The hydrogen comprised 35 to 60% by
volume of evolved gases. The efficacy of our electrolysis cell was further demonstrated
by a 20 L prototype reactor totally powered by a photovoltaic (PV) panel, which was
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shown to eliminate COD and total coliform bacteria in less than 4 h of treatment.
B.2 Introduction
In wastewater electrolysis cells (WEC), environmental pollutants can be eliminated by
either direct heterogeneous or indirect homogeneous oxidation/reduction pathway.[125]
Surface-bound reactive oxygen species (ROS) are intermediates in O2 evolution during
water splitting which may also result in the direct oxidation of chemical substrates.[126]
ROS also reacts with chloride in wastewater to produce reactive chlorine species
(RCS) such as free chlorine (Cl2, HOCl, ClO
−) and chlorine radical species (Cl,
Cl−2 ).[127, 128] Organic substrates can be converted via reactions with RCS to CO2
and an array of lower molecular weight carboxylic acids.[129] At the same time, with
sufficient RCS generation, disinfection of fecal coliform bacteria can be achieved. In-
expensive polycrystalline photo- voltaic (PV) panels can be used to convert incident
solar irradiation into a direct current (DC) potential across anode-cathode pairs to
produce ROS.[130] Water oxidation at the anode is balanced in part by water or
proton reduction at the cathode to produce H2.
B.3 Experiments
The semiconductor anodes employed in this study were prepared according to a basic
procedure described in previous reports.[129, 130]Cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles
were collected over a range of 0 to 2.0 V NHE by three repetitive scans (5 mV s−1)
in quiescent 30 mM NaCl solution. In benchtop reactors, the electrode module was
installed in a single compartment cell with working volume of 60 mL.
B.4 Prototype
A 20 L WEC powered by a PV panel was tested in roof-top experiments in order to
assess the feasibility of PV panels as the sole source of energy for COD elimination
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Figure B.2: CV of the BiOx/TiO2 anode in 30mM NaCl.
and disinfection due to in situ RCS generation. The PWEC system had an anode/
cathode array module consisting of five doubly coated BiOx/TiO2 anodes and six SS
cathodes (40 × 20cm2 each) with a distance of separation between each anode and
cathode pair of 0.2 cm.
B.5 Analysis
COD and total nitrogen (TN) concentration of samples were measured based on the
absorbance at 420 nm in UV-vis spectrophotometer (Agilent, USA), after digestion
in a low-range dichromate digestion solution (3-150 mg.L−1, Hach, USA) and in a
low-range TN reagent set (0.5-25 mgN L−1, Hach, USA), respectively. Anions (Cl−,
ClO3−, NO−3 ) and cations (NH
+
4 , Ca
+
2 ,Mg
+
2 ) were simultaneously determined by
ion chromatography (Dionex, USA), using anion-exchange column (Ionpac AS 19)
and cation-exchange column (Ionpac CS 16). The total chlorine (ClDPD) was mea-
sured using DPD (N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine) reagent (Hach, USA) coupled
with quantification via absorbance measurements at 530 nm. A standard wastewater
membrane filtration method was used to count the number of total coliforms and
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fecal coliforms during electrolysis.
B.6 Results & Discussion
Fig. B.2 shows CV plots for the BiOx/TiO2 anode in a 30 mM NaCl electrolyte
solution. The onset potential, which corresponds to 1Am−2 of current density, initially
appeared at near 1.2 V. In comparison to the reduction potential of O2/H2O couple
at pH 7, the observed onset potential estimated oxygen evolution overpotential of
0.38 V. This value is quite comparable to RuO2 and IrO2 based electrodes,[131]
demonstrating that the BiOx/TiO2 electrode can be regarded as an active electrode
for oxygen evolution. The activity may be attributed to intrinsic oxide vacancies
of Bi2O3 in lattice structure, which can facilitate the transition of surface-bound
hydroxyl radicals to higher oxides.[132] Although a chloride oxidation peak is hidden
by the large anodic wave from the oxygen evolution, the chloride oxidation is generally
accepted to produce Cl2.[133, 134] The Cl2 will be in equilibrium with HOCl and
ClO− in bulk aqueous phase depending on the specific pH.[135] On the other hand,
the second and third scan showed a significant decrease of the onset potential to 1.05
V, which would result from a formation of chlorate.[129] The ClO−3 is known to be
produced electrochemically either by oxidation of chloride or free chlorine (HOCl or
ClO−).[136, 137] The decrease in onset potential in Fig. 1 suggests that the chlorate
is produced by the oxidation of the RCS [138] which requires 4 electrons for free
chlorine oxidation.
When the COD concentration profiles were fit to pseudo-first-order kinetics, the
rate constant increased with an increase in Ea. These results are consistent with COD
removal in the low Ea that is limited by anodic electron transfer (heterogeneous RCS
generation). Under the electron-transfer-limited regime, increasing cell voltage or the
current density normally enhances the rate of pollutant degradation, except for those
interfacial reactions that are controlled by mass transport.[131, 138, 139, 140]
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Figure B.3: COD vs time under variable applied anodic potential (L: 2.2 V, H: 3.0 V
NHE) and added Cl− (0, 10, 30, 50 mM) in domestic wastewater samples.
B.7 Impact of Cl and Cl−2 on COD Removal.
The effects of [Cl−]ext. were interpreted using a simple kinetic model applied to the
data of experiments H10, H30, and H50. The CV profiles (Fig. 1) suggested that the
oxidation of Cl− produces RCS and chlorate in series. The oxidation of Cl− and RCS
as well as the homogeneous reaction between the RCS and COD were assumed to be
first-order in each reactant.[137, 141, 142] The linear dependence of J on the [Cl−]
(Fig. S2) is consistent with first-order kinetics for RCS generation as follows
d[RCS]
dt
= k1Cl
− − k2[RCS]SS[COD]− k3RCSSS ≈ 0 (B.1)
d[COD]
dt
= −k2[RCS]SS[COD] ≈ −kCOD[COD] (B.2)
ClO3
dt
= k3[RCS]SS ≈ kClO−3 (B.3)
k2 = k3
kCOD
kClO−3
(B.4)
where k1, k2, and k3 are rate constant for heterogeneous Cl− oxidation to RCS,
homogeneous reaction between RCS and COD, and heterogeneous RCS oxidation
to chlorate. In addition, we assume a pseudo-steady-state condition for the rate of
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Figure B.4: [ClO−] vs time using domestic wastewater samples under variable applied
anodic potential (L: 2.2 V, H: 3.0 V NHE) and added Cl− concentration (0, 10, 30,
50 mM).
RCS production. The total chlorine concentration was negligible when the COD
concentration was higher than 100 mg.L−1 (Fig. S3a). A linear relationship between
[Cl−] and [COD], indicated by eq 1 with quasi-constant [RCS], is supported by Fig.
S3b. Furthermore, the steady-state assumption for [RCS] is self-consistent with the
decrease in [COD] versus time, which follows apparent pseudo-first-order kinetics (Fig.
2). Therefore, the pseudo-first-order rate constant for COD removal (kCOD) and the
pseudo-zero-order rate constant for chlorate production (k−ClO3) can be expressed ClO3
as the steady-state RCS concentration ([RCS]SS) multiplied by the reactivity of the
RCS toward the COD (k2) and heterogeneous rate constant (k3), respectively. It
could be argued that the heterogeneous rate constants, k1 and k3, should vary with
the electrolysis time as given by the Butler-Volmer formulation.[34]
Fig. B.4 shows [ClO−3 ] increasing faster after depletion of [COD]. Nevertheless, the
rate of ClO−3 formation appeared almost constant when the steady-state assumption
for [RCS] was valid, as shown in Fig. 3(inset). From the observed kClO−3 and kCOD,
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Figure B.5: [NH+4 ] (a) and NO
−
3 (b) under variable applied anodic potential (L: 2.2
V, H: 3.0 V NHE) and added Cl− concentration (0, 10, 30, 50 mM) in electrolysis
experiments using domestic wastewater samples.
the k2/k3 was calculated to be 1.1 mM
−1 for H10, 0.60 mM−1 for H30, and 0.31 mM−1
for H50. Assuming that the k3 is similar in each case, the reactivity between the RCS
and COD (k2) decreases as the [Cl
−]ext. increases.
B.8 CE and Energy Consumption for Anodic Re-
actions
The efficiency of electrochemical reactions is often expressed in [Cl−]. The linear re-
lation between the [COD] and [Cl−] also contributes to the apparent self-consistent
current efficiencies. At lower anodic potentials (L30 and L50), in which the heteroge-
neous RCS generation is limiting, the increase in [Cl−]ext. significantly enhanced the
CE. In contrast, at higher potentials, where homogeneous reactions between RCS and
COD become important, the CE for COD removal was the highest in the wastewater
sample H30. Oxidation of NH+4 to NO
−
3 and N2 were minor fractions (∼ 10%) of
the anodic charge transfer due to the small initial [NH+4 ]. The CE for the observed
residual chlorine were similar to those for ClO−3 production and COD loss. The sum
of the RCS mediated reactions was below 40%. The loss in CE can be attributed to
O2 evolution and RCS reduction at the cathode.
The corresponding specific energy consumption DPD(SEC) for COD removal at
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tCOD30. The SEC was calculated as follows:
Specific Energy Consumption =
t∫
0
(Ea − Ec)× Idt
([COD]0 − [COD]t)× V × 100 (B.5)
where Ea - Ec and I are cell voltage (V) and current (A), [COD]
0 and [COD]t are
COD concentration (mg.L−1) at the electrolysis time of zero and t(h), and V is elec-
trolyte volume (0.06 L). For galvanostatic electrolyses, an increasing [Cl−] decreases
the SEC by decreasing the cell voltage.[131, 143, 142] Under potentiostatic conditions,
however, the SEC value has been reported to increase with [Cl−] or conductivity via
an increase in J.[144] Under both electrolytic conditions, increasing the cell voltage or
current density for a given electrolyte composition normally increases the SEC.[139]
In this regard, H30 gave the best space-time yield and SEC for COD removal at the
high Ea. However, an increase in cell voltage and J at Ea of 3.0 V NHE requires
larger energy consumption compared to Ea of 2.2 V NHE. Thus, the minimal energy
usage was obtained with [Cl−]ext. of 50 mM at Ea of 2.2 V NHE, which corresponds
to a cell voltage of about 4 V.
B.9 Hydrogen Production
The generation rate of total gaseous products, the H2 volumetric fraction and the
H2 molar flow rate increased with increasing current density. The fraction of H2 was
∼ 40% in L30 and L50, while ∼ 60% in higher Ea. Other gaseous products would
include O2, H2O, N2, and CO2.[130] The CE and energy efficiency of H2 generation
were calculated as follows
Current Efficiency for Hydrogen Production (%) =
2FQH2t∫
Idt
× 100 (B.6)
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Figure B.6: General current efficiencies for anodic reactions including COD oxidation
(black), formation of N2 (white), NO
−
3 (cross-hatched pattern), ClO
−
3 (gray), and free
chlorine (hatched pattern) under variable applied anodic potential (L: 2.2 V, H: 3.0 V
NHE) and added Cl− concentration (10, 30, 50 mM) in electrolysis experiments using
domestic wastewater samples. Estimates are based on the time when COD decreases
to below 30 mg.L−1.
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Energy Efficiency for Hydrogen Production (%) =
3600× 78Wh.mole−1QH2 × t∫
(Ea − Ec)× Idt ×100
(B.7)
where Ea - Ec and I are cell voltage (V) and current (A), QH2 is H2 molar produc-
tion rate (mol.s−1), t is time for gas collection (s), and F is Faraday constant (96485.3
C.mol−1). The CE for H2 generation was below 50% at low Ea and then increased with
increasing J up to 84% at higher Ea. The remaining fraction of electron transfer at the
cathode can be attributed to the combined reduction of RCS and O2.[128, 145, 146]
In particular, a reduction of the RCS would reduce the current efficiency both for de-
sired anodic and cathodic reactions. We previously estimated[130, 145, 147] the CE
for hydrogen generation in the range from 50% to 90% depending on cell voltage and,
more importantly, the relative concentration of organic electron doners to chloride.
An augmented presence of electron donors significantly increase the CE for H2 gener-
ation via quenching the RCS. The energy efficiency for H2 production was estimated
to be from 14% to 26%. Higher energy efficiencies up to 46% have been reported
under lower cell voltages (∼ 3V )[130] or under a photoelectrocatalytic operation of
the BiOx/ TiO2 anode.[148] H2 generated as a primary byproduct in WEC or PWEC
can be used to in either a proton exchange membrane (PEM) or solid-state fuel cell.
Therefore, a moderate reduction in the SEC is expected when utilizing the produced
H2 as a back-up energy source for the PWEC.
B.10 Prototype (20 L) PV-Powered Wastewater
Electrolysis
If a PV panel DC output is connected directly to an electrolysis reactor, then the cell
voltage and current will be affected by the electrolyte conductivity, temperature, and
solar intensity. The Ea - Ec and J values are determined by the characteristic I − V
curve of a PV panel at a given incident solar radiation, the panel temperature, and the
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resistance of the electrolysis cell.[149] We had previously reported[145] a solar energy
conversion efficiency below 2% when using a PV panel that was directly connected
to an electrolysis cell containing industrial wastewater. In order to increase the solar
energy conversion efficiency, we employed a rechargeable lead acid battery regulated
by a charge controller to generate an electrical energy output of ∼ 84W (12V × 7A),
while maintaining a constant cell
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